Electromagnetic Frequency (EMF)
Protection Products & Jewelry
Available exclusively from The Way To Balance, LLC
www.TheWayToBalance.com 978-834-0341

EMF RELEASE CRYSTALS

EMF CLEARING MINI-MATRIX

An effective, portable and fun tool to create a
beneficial energy field in your living and
working space! The EMF Clearing Mini-Matrix
helps clear rooms and buildings of electrical /
electronic EMFs, and helps to create a protective
field around occupants. The matrix creates a
360° energy field with a radius of approximately
20 feet (40-foot diameter).
SIZE: All-inclusive kit contains an 8-inch vinyl
Simply hold them in your hands for
mini-matrix mat, layout instructions and 27
release
of
EMF
frequencies.
crystals (6 hematite, 6 serpentine, 6 citrine, 1
Complete instructions included.
tourmaline, 4 garnet, and 4 chrysocolla).
PRICE: $25
PRICE: $59

This set of Amethyst and
Chrysocolla crystals was specifically
programmed by Aaron and Sue
Singleton’s
Net-Neutral
Ion
Generator™ to not only withstand,
but to break up and release
Electromagnetic Frequency (EMF)
residues from the body.

BMG CARDS FOR EMF RELEASE
These attractive, reverse-engraved cards are a powerful and practical way to achieve
Electromagnetic Frequency (EMF) release through holistic BioMorphic Geometry™
(BMG) Technology! Lightweight and very portable (size of a typical beverage coaster),
the cards are beautifully reverse-engraved acrylic in metallic gold with black. Welldesigned to resist damage or energy distortion, you can take them virtually anywhere.

HOW TO USE BMG CARDS FOR EMF RELEASE: Hold one
card in each hand, with design-side always facing your palms.
To maximize EMF release, face palms toward each other, or
face them toward the floor. SIZE: Each card is 3x3-in. PRICE:
$49/pair (Set of 2 cards)

EMF PROTECTION
MEDICINE BAG
A Crystal Medicine
Bag…with a Purpose!
For the man or
woman on-the-go, a
medicine bag to keep
in your pocket! Each
bag contains
Angelite, Kyanite,
Sodalite and Garnet
crystals programmed
with Aaron and Sue
Singleton’s NetNeutral Ion
Generator to create a
protective shield, and
help release existing
cumulative EMF load
from your body!
PRICE: $49

SEE REVERSE
for unique,
beautiful and
functional
EMF Protection
Jewelry!

EMF (Electromagnetic Frequency)
Protection Jewelry
Available exclusively from The Way To Balance, LLC
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EMF (ELECTROMAGNETIC FREQUENCY) PROTECTION NECKLACES
The Amethyst, Chrysocolla, Sodalite and Citrine crystal beads in these necklaces were specifically
programmed by Aaron and Sue Singleton’s Net-Neutral Ion Generator to not only withstand, but
to break up and release Electro-Magnetic Frequency (EMF) residues from the body, to create a
protective barrier around the wearer. This all-natural process helps lessen the EMF load on your
body from devices you commonly come into contact with, and helps clear existing EMF residues.
Due to natural and beautiful variations in the sizes, shapes and color of the crystals, each
handcrafted necklace is one-of-a-kind. SIZE: All necklaces are approx. 17-18” in length.
PRICE: $89 ea.
Style 1: Sodalite/Citrine, Large Crystal Beads with focal pendant
Style 2: Sodalite/Citrine, Medium Crystal Beads
Style 3: Amethyst/Chrysocolla, Large Crystal Beads with focal pendant
Style 4: Amethyst/Chrysocolla, Medium Crystal Beads

